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This course features more sophisticated courtroom communication and persuasion 
strategies than in Trial Ad 1, both oral and visual, with a focus on jury impact. It is designed to 
take basic trial skills to a whole new level. For example, with trial exhibits, we now shift from 
the ritualistic “exhibit dance” foundation of Trial Ad 1 to how to use them effectively to advance 
your case. 

 
As with Trial Ad 1, we are exceedingly fortunate to have outstanding faculty of highly 

experienced trial attorneys and judges. They generously give their time at the end of a long 
work day, believing in the critical importance of trial by jury and the effective assistance of 
counsel. Collectively, we want to do everything we can to help you achieve your maximum 
potential as a trial advocate. 

 
At the end of the quarter, you and a partner will try the murder case of State v. Skywolf 

before a sitting judge. The NITA case file we are using is based on the 1996 trial of People v. 
Lincoln, where a Native American man was accused of killing a police officer in Mendocino 
County, California. The state alleges that the police confronted the defendant and his friend 
Forest Gordon, who were armed, ordering them to drop their weapons. One of the two men 
opened fire on the officers, who returned fire, killing Forest Gordon. Skywolf escaped and hid. 
When the officers left their concealed position, the state alleges that Skywolf shot and killed 
Officer Dan Lockman. Skywolf claims that he never knew who was shooting at them, thinking 
that it was the rival Cooper clan who had sworn revenge. He states that he only shot in self- 
defense, in fear for his life. 

 
Our work each week will be supplemented with practical, useful articles and materials on 

specific trial skills, which will help you better to understand some of the strategic and 
performance skills necessary to be a trial attorney. 

 
Textbooks: 

http://www.law.washington.edu/CourseCatalog/Schedules/LineSchedule.aspx?yr=2015&amp;q=1&amp;vw=23L
http://www.law.washington.edu/CourseCatalog/Schedules/LineSchedule.aspx?yr=2015&amp;q=1&amp;vw=23L
http://www.law.washington.edu/CourseCatalog/Schedules/LineSchedule.aspx?yr=2015&amp;q=1&amp;vw=23L
mailto:bailew2@uw.edu
mailto:ta25@uw.edu


1. Taylor, State v. Skywolf, Second Edition (required). 
 

2. Articles and materials posted on course website in pdf format (required). 
 
Disability-Related Needs: 

 

To request academic accommodations due to a disability, please contact Disability Resources for 
Students (DRS), 448 Schmitz, (206) 543-8924 (V), (206) 543-8925 (TTY). If you have a letter 
from DRS, please present the letter to Professor Bailey so you and he can discuss the 
accommodations you might need in this class. 

 
SCHEDULE OVERVIEW 

 
 

Week 1 – 1/8/19 – The Art of Storytelling/Opening Statement 
Week 2 – 1/15/19 – Advanced Direct Examination 

Week 3 – 1/22/19 – Advanced Cross Examination 
Week 4 – 1/29/19 – Effective Advocacy 

Week 5 – 2/5/19 – Voir Dire 
Week 6 – 2/12/19 –   Experts 

Week 7 – 2/19/19 – Closing Argument 
Week 8 – 2/26/19 – Trial Preparation Week 

Weeks 9 & 10 – 3/5/19 & 3/12/19 – Jury Trials 
 

CLASS FORMAT 
 

Large Class Section 

The large classes are on Tuesdays from 3:30-5:20 pm in Room 127 and will focus on active 
learning to develop the skills you need. On our first session on Tuesday, 1/8/19, we will jump 
right into the performance aspects of being a trial lawyer. A special improvisation and 
storytelling workshop will be conducted by TA 2 instructor Andrea “Andy” Robertson, a noted 
Seattle criminal defense attorney and improvisation performer, and actor/theater techniques 
teacher Ron Hippe. 

 
Large Class Sign-In and Commentary (1 Point) 

As discussed below under “Grading,” attendance at the large class and submission of a short 
commentary on it will earn you one (1) point. There will be a sign-in sheet circulated at the 
beginning of class each Monday. It is your responsibility to sign it in order to receive credit for 
attendance. You must also submit a short (one paragraph) commentary about the class via 



https://canvas.uw.edu/courses/948333/assignments before the beginning of the next class. You 
must both sign the sign-in sheet and submit commentary to receive the one (1) point. 

 
Assignment Format 

Be sure to include your name, date, a heading (including date of lecture summarized), and the 
date submitted on all assignments. Include heading (including date of lecture summarized). 

Sample header: 

John Doe [name] 
TA2 1/6/14 [date submitted] 
1/5 [class date] Large Class Summary (Topic) 

 
Missed classes 

The Tuesday class will not just be lecture, also offering you performance and consultation 
opportunities with your classmates. While a podcast will be made available if you are unable to 
attend, this will not be nearly as helpful to building your trial skill as being there in person. For 
this reason, you should make every effort to attend the large classes. You may earn the missed 
one (1) point by watching the podcast and submitting a short summary/critique (1 page max) to  
https://canvas.uw.edu/courses/948333/assignments. 

 

Do not contact any of the small section instructors who are teaching Trial Ad 2 for this makeup 
assignment. 

 
Small Class Sections 

In addition to the large class, you will meet each week in small sections, led by a highly 
experienced teaching team. All instructors in our program are outstanding members of the trial 
bar and/or judges. Working with them will give you an extraordinary mentoring opportunity. The 
small sections are held either on Wednesday evenings (2 sections at the law school) or Thursday 
evening (1 section downtown). These small sections will give you a further opportunity to work 
on building critical skills. The instructors will critique your performances, letting you know both 
what you are doing well and how you can improve. Your classmates also will be encouraged to 
give you feedback. 

The time allotted for your performances and the instructors’ critiques will, of necessity, be 
limited. Each of you may only be able to do a portion of the problem assigned, beginning where 
the previous student stopped, or at some other point the instructors direct. 

In most instances, you will be the witnesses for the exercises in your small section. Each of you 
should simulate as closely as possible how a real witness would respond. 

 
Any changes in small sections must be done through Academic Services. 

No matter what section you are in, you can be assured of a peak experience that will serve you 
well throughout your career. All of our instructors are outstanding teachers who have been 
highly rated by your predecessors in the program. 

https://canvas.uw.edu/courses/948333/assignments
https://courses.law.washington.edu/BaileyW/B521a_WiSp15/private/media/default.aspx
https://canvas.uw.edu/courses/948333/assignments
https://canvas.uw.edu/courses/948333/assignments


Changes in small section assignments are strongly discouraged. If you need to change small 
sections for some reason, Academic Services must approve it. Thereafter, you must advise the 
small section instructors as well as my assistant Tabby Acosta, whose email is ta25@uw.edu. 

 
Courtroom Attire for Small Sections 

You should “dress for success” in your small sections, as this often leads to a more polished 
performance. At a minimum, strive for something approximating “business casual.” 

 
Recording During Small Sections 

In addition to being critiqued by the instructors, you are encouraged to have a classmate record 
your performances on your cell phone for later review. 

 
Video Review 

With rare exception, most of us are self-conscious about looking at ourselves on video, 
particularly early on. But if you want to improve, you have to get past this and regularly review 
your recorded performances for added insight. In addition, Professor Bailey will be happy to 
review your performances with you and provide his feedback. 

 
Objections During Small Section Exercises 

Objections may be made by any member of the class during performance sessions (whether 
participating in the exercise or not). This is referred to as the “all object” rule. However, the 
opponent in the exercise has the primary duty to object. 

 
Weekly Small Section Points 

There are a total of six (6) points that can be earned each week at the weekly small sections. One 
point is earned if you email the instructors your homework assignment (preparation) in advance 
of class. Another point is earned if you attend the full two hours of class. An additional four (4) 
points can be earned based on the instructors’ assessment of your preparation, knowledge, and 
ability. 

The instructors will give immediate verbal feedback in class, telling you where you excelled and 
where you need to improve. Thereafter, the instructors will rate your performance privately on a 
scale of 0-4 points. Your numeric score will be emailed to you individually thereafter. 

 
Missed Small Sections 

If you miss a small section, you can make up the lost points as follows: 
1. You still can earn the one (1) point by emailing your weekly homework assignment to the 

instructors in advance of the class (same deadline as those attending the class); 
2. You can earn the remaining five (5) points by performing extra credit assignments listed 

below under “Grading.” 
 
 

Post-Trial Self Evaluation 

mailto:ta25@uw.edu


POSSIBLE POINTS: 

Weekly large class attendance and summary ....................... 1 x 7 = 
Weekly small section 

Preparation ................................................................. 1 x 7 = 
Attendance .................................................................. 1 x 7 = 

7 

7 
7 

Instructor’s assessment of skill ................................... 4 x 7 = 28 
Jury Trial Performance ...................................................................... 60 
Post-Trial Self-Evaluation ................................................................. 10 

TOTAL ........................................................................................................ 119 

It has been said that every trial is actually three trials-the one you plan for, the one that happens 
and the one you rehash in your mind after the case is over. The last requirement of this course 
is that you reflect on what happened in your trial, the good, the unexpected and the 
disappointing, with an eye toward what you learned from this experience. 

 
Your self-evaluation is due one week after the completion of your jury trial. 

 
GRADING 

TA2 is a graded course. As a skills course, there is no mandatory grading curve. The goal is for 
each one of you to develop mastery of the skills emphasized in this course. 

 
Point System 

There are 119 core points available for this course, along with possible extra credit points. Your 
grade for each quarter will be determined according to the % of the total available points earned: 

 

A 93-100% 
A- 90-92% 
B+ 87-89% 
B 83-86% 
B- 80-82% 
C 70-79% 
D 65-69% 



EXTRA CREDIT 

Courtroom Observations 

For each separate visit to court to observe a portion of trial proceedings, a student may earn an 
additional 1 point, up to a total of 5 points, by submitting a brief commentary/analysis on some 
trial advocacy skill the student observed in court. These papers should be emailed to your small 
section instructors with the following in the subject line: 

Subject: [Name] TA2 Extra Credit #[1, 2, 3, 4, or 5]. 
 
 
 
 

CLASS SCHEDULE 

 
WEEK 1 (January 8, 2019): THE ART OF STORYTELLING/OPENING STATEMENT 

Storytelling is one of the most important and often least well executed parts of a trial. We will start 
the quarter strong with an exciting and helpful improvisation and storytelling workshop run by our 
longtime instructor, criminal defense lawyer Andrea Robertson, and performance artist/acting 
teacher Ron Hippe. The readings will facilitate your understanding of the case facts and offer better 
ways to develop your case story. 

 
Reading Assignment: 

1. Skywolf Case File. 
2. Borges, “Funes, The Memorious” (excerpts). 
3. Duggan, “Shakespeare Just Wrote Your Opening.” 
4. Roberts, “Grand Openings.” 
5. Robertson, “The Play’s The Thing.” 
6. Lubet, “Trial Theory And Blind Poetics.” 
7. Zak, “Why Your Brain Loves Good Storytelling.” 

 
 
Week 1 Small Section assignment: 
The small section instructors will assign every student as either prosecution or defense for the final 
jury trial during this week’s small section. Please confirm this before you leave your small section so 
you will know what assignment to prepare next week. 
You will work this week on developing the theme and story in State v. Skywolf, which will be critical 
to your success. If your theme and story do not track with common sense or are not believable, you 
will lose, no matter how diligent your preparation. 

https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717472/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=4sT66UcFLidBe2nvqQjKIEoIBkchStE9fuxVJZmq
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717473/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=gj7wZb3blVvgvVhxF5DYD2cFJhsa6NStGrk7CLZd
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717474/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=QIpw0hTdki9GKFhVEBbLihjhMHRYi2fuAFkfRi66
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717475/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=9IO0EjjQBczDi2FSkyPAI3Iuq1rBXjR9L0ZferUf


 

 
CLASS SCHEDULE 

Come to class with proposed themes for both prosecution and defense, as well as 3 important facts 
from the case file that support each. You will then discuss these in your small sections, trying to 
identify the best theme and trial story for each side. This will not only help you start building your 
case for trial, but also alert you to what anticipate from your opponents. 

 
After the discussion of the theme and story, each of you will apply this in making a short opening 
statement for one side or the other. 

 
Homework: 
Please prepare in advance: 

1) A theme for both the prosecution and defense cases; 
2) Three important facts from the case file that support each theme. 
3) The strengths and weaknesses of each theme (e.g. does it leave anything unexplained or 

create contradictions?) 
Turn this in to your small section instructors. 

 
[Top of page] 

 
WEEK 2 (January 15): ADVANCED DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Large class, Tuesday, January 15: 
 
We will work this week on how to make your direct examinations more engaging and persuasive, 
using them to build your theme and trial story. The challenge here is to step away from a stiff, scripted 
exchange between you and the witness, making the testimony vivid and real for the jury. Visuals are 
very important for anchoring what the witness has to say. 

 
Reading Assignment: 

1. McElhaney, “Emphasis on Direct.” 
2. McElhaney, “Craft a Dynamic Direct.”. 
3. Colley, “Principles of Direct Examination.” 
4. Centofanti, “The Psychology of Direct Examination.” 
5. Mauet, “Direct Examination” (excerpt) 

 

Week 3 Small Section assignment: 
 
Both prosecution and defense counsel will conduct a direct examination of a primary witness, making 

https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717480/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=Z25PWAVv5VaUG7Lj93PsinYOhAzDp37JgP5bd5Po
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717481/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=rfz4sKSVO36M96qB3D7c4s5mgNvyFxGYmqypDGsb


 

 
CLASS SCHEDULE 

it interesting through applying the techniques we are learning this week. 
 
Homework: 
Please email the following to your small section instructors by noon the day of your small section: 

1) Ideas that you have to humanize your client or key witness and enhance their impact. 
2) What you anticipate the main points of cross-examination will be and how you can deflect 

this in your questioning on direct. 
 

[Top of page] 

 
WEEK 3 (January 22): ADVANCED CROSS EXAMINATION 

Large class, Tuesday, January 22: We will go beyond the basics of simple “one fact per question” 
cross-examination techniques, focusing on how you tie cross into your overall trial theme and story. 

 
Reading Assignment: 

1. Luvera, “Cross-Examination.” 
2. Clark, Dekle and Bailey, Cross-Examination Handbook (excerpt). 
3. Friedman and Malone, “Rules of The Road” (excerpt). 
4. Anderson, Ten Things Every Trial Lawyer Could Learn 

From Vincent La Guardia Gambini (except). 
Week 3 Small Section Assignment: 

 
Prosecutors will cross-examine the defendant and the defense will cross a key prosecution witness, 
using visual aids and storytelling techniques to enhance interest and effectiveness. 

 
Homework: 

 
Submit to your small section instructors a short analysis of what you anticipate the most difficult 
aspects of cross-examining the opposing party and how you plan to deal with these. 

 
 
 
 

[Top of page] 

https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717485/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=JInbHqWrOsvw5hBLH9uwUgFHJQxrh2mEL0ZQC2as
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717486/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=NMu6BknwCklpdHgSI3arfUq0ONt1pU2MQ4sN74dy


 

 
CLASS SCHEDULE 

 
WEEK 4 (February 5): EFFECTIVE ADVOCACY 

Large class Tuesday, February 5: In a world driven by images, many lawyers today still continue to 
try their cases mostly through words, losing a critical opportunity to persuade both judges and juries. 
We first will look at and discuss the critical importance of visuals in persuasion. The we will look at 
the images and animations in the case file, identifying how they might be used in presenting your 
case, as well as how to attack successfully those used by your opponent. You should brainstorm as to 
other illustrative visuals that might be helpful in your trial. 

 
In addition to the visual aspects of trials, we also will look at the multi-cultural issues that often come 
up in criminal cases. 

 
Reading Assignment: 

1. Bailey and Bailey, “Show The Story” (excerpt). 
2. Wolfers, “A Persuasive Chart Showing How Persuasive Charts Are.” 
3. Luvera, “The Psychology of Persuasion.” 

4. Luvera, “What’s the secret of becoming a great trial lawyer?” 

Week 4 Small Section assignment: Come prepared to: 

1) Pick three exhibits that are important either to your case and be prepared to verbalize why, 
and 

2) Step into the character of a witness in the case file and refer to a visual in giving a narrative 
of your testimony, explaining how it makes your testimony stronger. 

 
Homework: Email an outline containing the following to your small section instructors by noon the 
day of your small section: 

1) The three exhibits that are the most important to your case story. 
2) The three exhibits that are the most important to your opponent’s case story. 
3) How you intend to respond to your opponent’s attacks on your exhibits. 
4) How you intend to attack your opponent’s exhibits. 

 
[Top of page] 

 
WEEK 5 (February 5): VOIR DIRE 

Large class, Tuesday, February 6: Jury “selection” really is more a process of de-selection. To do 
this effectively, you must engage jurors and getting them to talk, which is the main goal of voir dire. It 

https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717482/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=rqWliEsRteMOvtggAgakuBwqYiFbMT4RBoE4L4rc
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717483/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=nMEvuLtdE0r3PNd5KBcukGnEW7hz7iqTKb4iIKob
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717484/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=maJXqDwhFbBERwkk0gvJWBpg1gL47JDr1qjnutxg


 

 
CLASS SCHEDULE 

is most important to find those on the panel likely to be antagonistic to your case. You must challenge 
them either for cause (unlimited number permitted when bias shown) or remove them by a 
peremptory challenge (small number permitted, with no showing of bias required). 

 
Reading Assignment: 

1. Bennett, “16 Simples Rules For Better Jury Selection.” 
2. Hayne, “Demystifying Jury Selection.” 
3. Luvera, “The Art Of Jury Selection” 
4. Luvera, “How Do Jurors Arrive at A Verdict?” 
5. Mossman, “Who’s on your jury?” 
6. Robertson, “Don’t Believe in isms-Believe in Yourself.” 

Week 5 Small Section assignment: 
Bring a friend or relative to your small section to act as a potential juror to fill out the venire. 
Ask that person to adopt the background and attitudes of someone else they know and answer voir 
dire questions as that person would. Your colleagues and instructors will also serve as potential jurors, 
using the same approach. You will conduct voir dire examination of the panel on one or more issues 
that you are concerned about. 

 
Homework: Identify the issues that present the greatest area of potential juror bias in the trial, why 
they worry you and your ideas for figuring out which panel members are biased against your case. 
Email the following to your small section instructors in advance of your small section: 

1) The three topics you believe are most critical to explore on voir dire; and 
2) Choosing one of the three topics, at least 10 questions you intend to ask during the small 

section exercise on jury selection. 
 

[Top of page] 

 
WEEK 6 (February 12): EXPERT WITNESSES 

Large class Tuesday, February 12: 
 
Both criminal and civil trials have come to rely heavily on expert witnesses to supply critical elements 
in their trial stories, interpreting the evidence in the case to support the client’s point of view. Experts 
often present advocacy challenges on both direct and cross examination, requiring you to make 
critical strategic choices on how deeply to go into the details of their particular discipline and 
opinions. As a general rule, less is more on both direct and cross. Judges report that many lawyers 
regularly violate these principles, not meeting the information needs of the jury. 

https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717476/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=GmbWK0yMhRPpYpZ6XGmHSofvVIfoehb8xF2FxkgN


 

 
CLASS SCHEDULE 

Reading Assignment: 

1. Emory University School of Medicine, “New Study Finds Financial Advice Causes ‘Off-  
Loading’ in the Brain.” 

2. Engelman et al., “Expert Financial Advise Neurobiologically ‘Offloads’ Financial Decision-  
Making Under Risk.” 

3. Houck, Crispino and McAdam, The Science of Crime Scenes (excerpt). 
4. McElhaney, “Exposing Fatal Flaws.” 
5. McElhaney, “Showtime For The Jury.” 
6. Sullivan and Langdon, “Developing Memorable Expert Testimony.” 

 

Week 6 Small Section assignment: As proven by neuroscience research, experts can have a major 
impact on decision making. However, expert witnesses present real challenges in legal cases, both on 
direct and cross. All lawyers must study the background information needed to understand the expert 
testimony. 
On direct examination, the challenge is to make the expert’s opinions seem interesting and reasonable. 
Crispy and snappy is critical to persuasion in these situations. It is a danger to get too deep into the 
actual calculations or other technical details. 
Likewise, on cross, you want to follow Muhammad Ali’s advice to “float like a butterfly and sting 
like a bee” when questioning an expert. Look for things the opposing expert will agree with, moving 
your case forward. Don’t pick a fight just because you can. 
Prosecution and defense counsel initially will meet separately, briefly discussing and strategizing on 
their questioning of the experts in this case. Thereafter, each student will practice doing portions of 
the direct and cross-examinations of the experts. 

 
Homework: Please email the following to your small section instructors by noon the day of your 
small section: 

1) The potential weaknesses you see in your experts. 
2) Where you may be able to score points against the opposing experts. 

 
[Top of page] 

 
WEEK 7 (February 19): CLOSING ARGUMENT 

https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717487/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=GiiGGP5EEW1bR6gIcnJzKMxmsyPP9HRkRmIQcFJK
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717487/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=GiiGGP5EEW1bR6gIcnJzKMxmsyPP9HRkRmIQcFJK
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717487/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=GiiGGP5EEW1bR6gIcnJzKMxmsyPP9HRkRmIQcFJK
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717488/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=CIsaQBbkwkmrEcCLidcRCNLAeqo5OytmInRJE8zx
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717488/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=CIsaQBbkwkmrEcCLidcRCNLAeqo5OytmInRJE8zx
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717488/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=CIsaQBbkwkmrEcCLidcRCNLAeqo5OytmInRJE8zx
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717489/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=uEQ7IluWmynKhVB6sCDaOZL1sEkAiaSVYaM9j2LI
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29718502/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=6b0WTUlGDcsG82yBL4kRdz5HUDfUjXs0tERpIdi2
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Large class, Tuesday, February 19: 
 
Though closing argument is regarded as one of the most dramatic parts of a trial, too often lawyers in 
do not fully realize its potential. Focusing on the evidence which shows why you should win, putting 
it in a persuasive format. This is your last opportunity to strengthen the convictions of the jurors who 
are on your side and to weaken those against you. It is important to tie in your theme and story, using 
visuals to drive key points home, arguing witness credibility pro and con. 

 
Reading Assignment: 

1. http://www.forbes.com/sites/danschawbel/2013/04/21/brene-brown-how-vulnerability-can- 
make-our-lives-better/#5189970a60ba https://.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_on_vulnerability 

2. http://www.ted.com/talks/colin_grant-the_son_of_a_ difficult father#t-1033146 
3. Luvera, “Let TED Tell You How to Improve Your Trial Presentation. 
4. Hamlett, “Screenwriting For Teens: 100 Principles Of Scriptwriting (excerpts) 
5. McElhaney, “From Start To Finish.” 
6. Koehler, “Summation.” 

Week 7 Small Section assignment: 
Deliver a closing argument in the small section for the side you will represent in the trial. 

 
Homework: 
Identify the strengths and weaknesses of your case and how your theme and trial story will work with 
those. 
Please email the following to your instructors by noon the day of your small section: 

1) The strongest reasons why you should win 
2) The areas where your opponent’s case is the most vulnerable to attack. 
3) Where you expect your opponent to attack you and how you will respond.  

[Top of page] 

WEEK 8 (FEBRUARY 26): TRIAL PREPARATION 
There is no class this week, allowing you time to prepare for your jury trials. Professor Bailey will be 
available to consult with you on strategic and technical issues. 
[Top of page] 

 
WEEK 9 and 10 (March 5 and March 12): JURY TRIALS 

********* See Local Rules of Court for Jury Trial Rules, including time limits. ********* 

 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/danschawbel/2013/04/21/brene-brown-how-vulnerability-can
http://www.ted.com/talks/colin_grant-the_son_of_a_
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717477/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=4wGvZFO9di9Mft9lywfSZMN7l541yTrOWEceVBKu
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717478/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=Nv5oVEJmoW5FZjIE4mK38td762gB00ln3RY7C4Dv
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29717479/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=oKZMvUoKJh0YoDVH2TEOeOJzZGyK96BRv2bbIb6l
https://canvas.uw.edu/files/29719914/download?download_frd=1&amp;verifier=O5U6hcchxUhRlMNf11TgokUM1AjulBO9hvplljy0
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